4. Rap lyrics are generally disrespectful or degrading towards members of the gay, lesbian, and transgendered community. 5. Hip-hop is more commercial now than in was in the 70s and 80s. 6. Hip-hop expresses the opinions and experience of the downtrodden. 7. Old school rappers were more connected to their communities. 8. Female rappers have it easier now than they did in the early days of hip-hop. 9. Hip-hop is in good shape at the moment. 10. Hip-hop is in trouble at the moment. A. Put up the thesis to Bradley Noel Paper: Just how far Sublime could have gone will never be known, but Noel's talent was rivaled only by his heroin addition, which leads me to ask this: is there a link between Bradley's heroin addiction and his talent? B. Give them the sheet, and large paper, scissors, and pens. C. Create the best possible paragraph that discusses this aspect of the thesis: Did his addiction have a causal connection to the success of his music?
V What is Science Exercise (20 min) A. Ask them to define it, in journals. B. Ask them to do the following, in groups: to define "hate" from one of the following perspectives: a. As a scientist. b. As a musician. c. As a poet. d. As a psychologist. e. As an anthropologist. C. Talk about differences. D. Do pre-reading work.
Week Seven Unit Three: The iPod and Hearing Loss (Writing For the Sciences) Wednesday: 2/20/08 • Reading: "The iPod and the Fury" by Gregory Mott, "Apple Sued over Hearing Loss in iPod Buyers" by Dan Goodin, and "Apple Hears Complaints, Offers Volume Controls." (These pieces are in our course reader, and they are only six pages in length). Also: "Poll of Popular Technology Usage" (read first three pages and skim rest). (The piece is in our course reader) • Assignments: Turn in Midterm Portfolio.
• Class Activities: Discussion of poll. In-class writing on third paper. Preliminary research on your topic. Work on dictionary of terms.
